
 

Spring Valley High School Language Policy 

Philosophy 

This language policy is anchored in the idea that fluency in a second or third language is an 

essential skill in an evolving and increasingly multi-cultural world. We also believe that there is 

no better way to demonstrate cultural competency and open-mindedness than by learning and 

speaking the language of a culture other than one’s own. Furthermore, we believe that pursuing 

the IB Diploma is a particularly good path for non-native English speakers, because of the range 

of assessment types offered within IBDP subject groups.  

 

Language Programs at Spring Valley High School 

Middle Years Program: 

We offer Language A: Language and Literature in English to all of our grade 9 and 10 students at 

two levels, including: English 9: Regular, English 9 Honors, and English 10: Regular, English 10 

Honors. We additionally offer Public Speaking, Journalism, and Speech and Debate as electives 

to students in grades 9 and 10. Furthermore, we have a school wide expectation that all teachers, 

across all subject areas, are language teachers. Our teacher performance evaluation tool (Nevada 

Educator Performance Framework) supports this expectation.  

As a magnet school we recruit our students from a wide geographic area. In terms of second 

language acquisition, these students can come to us with three years of continual study in a 

second language, or no prior experience with a second language at all.  

Students transitioning to SVHS from our MYP partner school Johnson Junior High School will 

continue their study of either Spanish or Mandarin, so that they will have a full five years of 

language acquisition by the end of the MYP. Students recruited to join our student body from the 

district at large will continue in the second language they began in their respective schools, if 

offered at SVHS, or they will choose a first year second language from either: Spanish, French, 

Mandarin Chinese, or Japanese. These students will be expected to study the language 

throughout their four years with us.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Diploma and Career-related Program: 

Students continuing their IB course of study as IB Diploma or Career-related candidates will 

continue on to the two year IBDP Language and Literature course, which will prepare them for 

the Language and Literature High Level exam.  

Students who attended Spring Valley High School as MYP students and who opt to continue as IB 

Diploma or Career-related candidates will be expected to continue their Language B course of 

study for 11th and 12th grade. These students can then choose either the Standard Level exam, or 

the Higher Level exam based on their strength in the course and teacher recommendation.  

Students who enter Spring Valley High School as 11th graders and opt to pursue the IB Diploma 

Program can choose any of our language acquisition courses and begin at the level that suits 

them. If the student has no prior exposure to a second language they will choose between Ab 

Initio Standard Level, and the regular Standard Level exam for the language studied.  

Mother Tongue Resources and Support at SVHS 

 Students needing English language support at the time of enrollment/registration can 

self-identify, or be identified by school staff. Once identified, we utilize the WIDA Access 

Exam to determine the level of support and accommodations necessary. These 

accommodations can be utilized in both classroom settings and on standardized tests. 

Our population of ELL students is low, but we do have two sections of ELL instruction using 

the Reading Horizons curriculum. Both teachers are trained in this curriculum and receive 

ongoing professional development and support. 

 Through a partnership with the Catholic Relief Charities office of Migrant and Refugee 

Services, we are creating a master list of organizations that support and offer assistance 

to the many cultural groups represented on our campus. This list is sent home to parents 

with registration materials, and is given to every new enrollee at SVHS.  

 We also maintain and are constantly increasing library resources to support both mother 

tongue languages and our language acquisition courses. We have hard copy books in 

English, Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese. 

 We have a growing team of identified student interpreters, who help us support students 

and families who are new to our country and schools. There are 34 languages spoken on 

our campus, and using this diversity as a resource is good for us, our community, and for 

the continued language development of our students.  

 

 

 

 



Language across the Curriculum 

The idea that all teachers, in all subjects, are language teachers is one we are continually 

developing. As a whole-school IB Middle Years Program, we have embedded aspects of both the 

Language and Literature course and the Personal Project in all subject areas and classes. The use 

of non-literary texts from a variety of cultures informs Math and Science courses as much as our 

Language A and Language B classes. Individual components of the MYP Personal Project are 

divided up among subject areas, so it is common for a Science instructor to be teaching research 

skills or to do close reading exercises with published research or technical writing. With few 

exceptions, all of our DP and CP students will come through our MYP, so this expectation will be 

the norm for them across all four years of high school.  

 

 

 

 


